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VOLUNTARY ANNOUNCEMENT
This announcement is a voluntary disclosure made by TSC Group Holdings Limited (the
“Company” or “TSC”, together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”) to provide its
shareholders and potential investors with updated operating information in relation to the
recent business development of the Group.
TSC WINS DECK CRANE CONTRACT FROM SINOPEC
On 30 June 2015, the board (the “Board”) of directors (the “Director”) of TSC Group
Holdings Limited (the “Company” or “TSC”, together with its subsidiaries, the “Group”) is
pleased to announce that on 30 June 2015, TSC entered into a contract for providing two deck
cranes with SINOPEC Shanghai Offshore Petroleum Company (“SINOPEC Shanghai”).
The signed cranes are Model 162-200VE Kingpost Deck Crane with both ABS and CCS
approvals. The cranes will substitute the existing old cranes equipped on Sinopec Shanghai’s
“Kantan 3” semi-submersible rig and will be delivered by 20 September 2016.
“Kantan 3” rig, came into use in July 1984, is the first semi-submersible rig in China. The rig
features a total length of 91 meters and width of 71 meters with a height of 30 meters.“Kantan
3” is world class, with advanced technology, high safety and reliability. It came into service
in the East Sea and later made a significant contribution to the oil and gas fields’ development
of the East Sea of China.
TSC, after multi-rounds of international bidding, eventually won the tender by its high
quality product, reliable and safe performance and first class services. This is the first time
TSC and Sinopec work together in crane product, which demonstrates TSC’s deck crane
tapped a new market in China. At present, TSC has 16 crane orders in hands and will have
another 8 in the near future.
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TSC’s deck crane product lines include kingpost and pedestal cranes. For many years, TSC
has provided more than 300 deck cranes to clients in the world, among which CIMC Raffles,
SWS, DSIC, HPWS and CNPC are using TSC’s cranes in China. Some international
renowned oil companies and oil service companies such as Petrobras, QGOG, and Pemex are
TSC’s customers.
REASONS FOR ENTERING INTO THE CONTRACTS
The transaction arising from the Contracts will be conducted in the ordinary and normal
course of business of the Company. The contract, not only shows TSC’s deck crane has
earned SINOPEC’s trust by satisfying its requirements, but has also strengthened our
relationships that will only enhance our partnership further. The Company expects the
transaction to provide positive revenue growth to the Group.
Shareholders and investors are reminded to exercise caution when dealing in the securities of
the Company.
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